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Abstract
This article solves the problem of modelling a fuzzy neural network to generate fuzzy rules and to use them for
determining the state of objects in conditions of uncertainty. Traditional methods of mathematical statistics do not allow
constructing adequate models of objects under the specified conditions. Therefore, at present, the solution of many
problems is based on the use of data mining technologies using the methods of fuzzy logic. The traditional approach to
the construction of fuzzy systems is associated with the need to involve an expert to formulate fuzzy rules. To eliminate
this drawback, the automation of generating fuzzy rules based on machine learning methods is relevant. One of the
approaches to solving this problem is to build a fuzzy neural network and instruction in it based on the data
characterizing the object under study. The implementation of this approach required the choice of the type of fuzzy
rules, taking into account the peculiarities of the processed data. In addition, the development of an algorithm of logic
rule-based inference was required. The stages of the algorithm determine the number of layers in a fuzzy neural network
and their functionality. An algorithm for learning a fuzzy neural network has been developed, as a result of which a
system of fuzzy-production rules is built. In order to assess the effectiveness of the developed model of a fuzzy neural
network, a software package has been implemented. On its basis, the studies on assessment of the classifying ability of
the generated rules using the example of data analysis from the UCI Machine Learning Repository have been
conducted. The research results show that the classifying ability of fuzzy rules is not inferior to other classification
methods in accuracy. In addition, the inferencing algorithm based on the rules makes it possible to successfully perform
the classification in the absence of some of the source data. This proves the significance of the obtained results and the
effectiveness of the proposed approach for solving the problem of instance state estimate in conditions of fuzziness,
heterogeneity and the lack of a part of the analyzed data.
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Introduction
Currently, in various application domains there is a need to solve practical problems associated with modeling and
assessing the state of objects, characterized by the following features:
- the presence of a large number of inputs, outputs and states;
- different types of parameters;
- uncertainty, fuzziness and incompleteness of data at the input of the object;
- fuzzy severity of the structure.
Traditional approaches based on mathematical statistics [1,2] or simulation modeling [3,4] do not allow building
adequate models of objects in the indicated conditions. Therefore, at present, artificial intelligence methods are used
when solving many problems related to the assessment of the state of objects [5-10].
The theory of fuzzy sets [11-15], as one of the directions of artificial intelligence, enables to construct fuzzy models of
objects. Methods of fuzzy logic are widely used to solve problems of diagnostics, control, support for decision-making
in various subject areas [16-19]. However, in spite of the advantages of fuzzy systems, they have a drawback connected
with the need to involve a person in order to form the rules of the knowledge base and a task of the membership
functions used in them. The most difficult step in building a fuzzy system is the choice of the form and parameters of
the membership functions due to the subjectivity of a person’s opinion. Moreover, this process requires considerable
time and considerable analytical work, which significantly complicates the development of a fuzzy system.
There are adaptive fuzzy models in which the parameters of the membership functions are adjusted automatically in the
learning process based on experimental data [20]. This class of fuzzy models is called “soft systems” [21]. Soft
approach to the generation of fuzzy rules is based on the use of data of the methods and data mining algorithms.
However, when constructing knowledge bases of soft systems and solving specific problems of assessing the state of
objects, it becomes necessary to take into account the features of the analyzed data which impose restrictions on the
knowledge representation model and the inferencing algorithm. Therefore, to form adequate fuzzy models for assessing
the state of objects in uncertainty, the development of a new approach to the generation of fuzzy rules that adequately
describe the patterns in the analyzed data is relevant.
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Methods
The processes of generating fuzzy rules are associated with data analysis by deriving the laws hidden in them. For this
purpose, the technology of insight in databases is used. Its use to generate fuzzy rules for assessing the state of objects
in uncertainty requires the choice of a type of the model of knowledge representation, as well as intellectual analysis
methods taking into account the peculiarities of the data being processed: large volume, heterogeneity, the presence of
certainty and fuzziness in data, lack of part of the source data. Taking into account these features, the following type of
fuzzy rules has been chosen:







IF x1 = A1 (w1) И x2 = A2 (w2) AND … xn = An (wn) THEN y = B [CF],

(1)



~
where xi – input parameters, wi [0,1] – weighting conditions " xi  Ai " , Ai  { Ai , Ai } , Ai – clear value of input,
~
Ai  {xi ,  A~ ( xi )} – fuzzy value of input,  A~ ( xi ) – membership function, y – output parameter, B – clear value of
i

i

output, CF[0,1] – validity of the rule.
To assess the state of the object based on the rules (1), an inferencing algorithm has been developed. We introduce the
designation:
- R[0,1] – the degree of triggering the conditional part of the rule:

R  min(  A ( pi* )) ,

(2)

i

pi* , i  1, n – known clear values of n input parameters of the rule,

 Ai ( pi* ) – the degree of belonging of input values pi* к Ai :

where

- for fuzzy input parameters
- for clear input parameters
- if

 A~ ( pi* )  [0,1] ;
i

*

 A ( pi* )  1, if pi *  Ai
i

0, if pi  Ai

;

pi* is absent, then  Ai ( pi* ) is not calculated and used in (2);

- T[0,1] – the weight of the conditional part of the rule:
nkn

T

w

kn1
n

kn

w
i 1

,

(3)

i


wi , i  1, n – the weights of all restrictions of Ai to the parameters in the rule,

wkn , kn  1, nkn – the weights of restrictions of Ai with certain values;

where

- C[0,1] – integrated assessment of certainty of solving the rule:
C=R*T*CF,

(4)

where CF[0,1] – certainty of the rule.
To fulfil a rule-based logical inference (1) the following algorithm has been developed.
1. Entering the values
2. For each rule Ruler,
(2).

pi* of input parameters Pjin .
r  1, N the calculation of the degree of functioning its conditions Rr according to the formula

3. The formulation of a conflict set involving the rules with the null degree of functioning: Sconf = {Ruler  Rr  0},

r  1, N .
4. For all rules Ruler  Sconf the calculation of the weight of the conditional part of the rule Tr by the formula (3) and a
complex assessment Cr by the formula (4).
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5. Resolving the conflict – the choice of a rule with maximum comprehensive assessment of certainty of solving:

Ruler* : max Cr .
r: Ruler Sconf

6. Obtaining the value of

p*j of an output parameter p j of the chosen rule Ruler* as the state of an object.

This algorithm enables to select a decision rule with an output value that determines the desired state of the object.
Thus, to solve practical problems of assessing the state of objects, it is necessary to generate a system of rules of (1).
For this purpose, a model of a fuzzy neural network has been developed [22].
To construct this model, it was necessary to determine its structure and train the network based on the available data
characterizing the object under study. The structure of the model is determined by the following characteristics [22]:
1) the number of input parameters of the object (determines the number of neurons in the input layer of the network);
2) the number of values (gradations) of input parameters (determines the number of neurons in the layer of gradation
values of input neurons);
3) the number of values of the output parameter of the object (determines the number of neurons in the layer of values
of the output neuron);
4) the inferencing algorithm on the system of rules of (1) (determines the number of network layers and their
functionality).
Figure 1 demonstrates an example of the structure of fuzzy neural network.
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Figure 1: An Example of the Structure of Fuzzy Neural Network
The first layer consists of P-neurons which distribute input signals over the neurons of the second layer, consisting of




A - neurons which model the input conditions of the rules p  A . The outputs of A -neurons are the values of
*
membership functions  A ( p ) . The parameter w[0..1] which determines the weight of the condition in the rule is

associated with each A -neuron. The third layer consists of -neurons which determine the estimate R of the degree of
response of the conditional part of the rules. In the fourth layer the product of the estimates of R and T is calculated. The
fifth layer of values of the output neuron consists of A-neurons, to the inputs of which the output values of RT-neurons
and the associated reliability of the CF rules enter. Each A-neuron calculates a comprehensive assessment of the
reliability of the solution of C and generates the maximum of these estimates at the output. The sixth layer contains a Pneuron which forms the value of the output of network p  A , corresponding to A-neuron with the maximum value of
C.
Setting the values of the parameters of the membership functions in the rules is performed by instruction of a fuzzy
neural network based on the gradient descent method. In this method, the change in the values of the vector of the
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parameters of membership functions

 A~ ( pk ) for a given input image must be made on the basis of the requirement to
k

~j
minimize the rms error of the output of Ak -neuron:
par  
where

Ek
,
par

(5)

par – the vector of parameters of the membership function

 A~ ( pk )  f ( par) ;
k

α(0,1] – the coefficient of learning rate;

Ek 

(d  ˆ A~ ( pk* )) 2

ˆ A~ ( pk )
k

k

2

– the error of output of

~
Akj -neuron;

– the fragment of continued part of the membership function

 A~ ( pk ) ,
k

appropriate to the changing

parameters;
d = 1, if it is required to multiply the activity of A-neuron;
d = 0, if it is required to reduce the activity of A-neuron.
Thus, the developed algorithm of learning the fuzzy neural network consists of the following steps.
1. To preset a value of learning rate α(0,1].
2. To preset an initial value of the counter of classified input images res=0.
3. To give a recurrent image from the learning sampling of the volume N to the input of network.
4.1. To calculate the output of network for a given input image.
4.2. If the value of the output coincides with the value of the target parameter in input image, to go to step 3.
4.3. To multiply the value res by 1.
4.4. To choose two А-neurons to change their output activity.

~

4.5. To determine Ak -neurons being appropriate to А-neurons.

~

4.6. For each Ak -neuron:
4.6.1) to determine an error of the output Ek;
4.6.2) to change the values of the vector of parameters

 A~ ( pk )
k

by the formula (5).

4.7. To go to step 3 of the algorithm.
5. To determine the error of the model E 

res
.
N

6. If E> 0, then go to step 2 of the algorithm and perform the training until error E equals zero or changes.
As a result of learning a fuzzy neural network, a system of fuzzy-production rules with the identified parameter values
is generated.
Results and Discussion
Oriented to the developed mathematical software, one has implemented a software package on the basis of which the
studies on assessing the classifying ability of the fuzzy rules systems being formed using the example of analyzing
certain data from the UCI Machine Learning Repository have been conducted [23]. Table 1 presents the characteristics
of the data.
The number of input The types of input
The volume of
The number of
The set of data
parameters
parameters
sampling
classes
Iris Plants Database
4
numerical
150
3
BUPA Liver Disorders
6
numerical
345
2
numerical
Australian Credit Approval 14
690
2
categorial
numerical,
German Credit Data
20
1000
2
categorial
Table 1: The Characteristics of Source Data for Testing the Model
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The first set corresponds to the task of classifying Fisher irises. The second set presents the data for assessing the
condition of the human liver. The third set describes the task of identifying shady bank card transactions. The fourth set
describes the task of making a decision on allowance of a consumer credit.
Table 2 presents the results of the accuracy of assessing the state of objects based on the generated fuzzy rules. Fuzzy
neural network learning was conducted both on the source data and on the data with missing values.
% of absent data
0
5
10
15
20
The set of data
Iris Plants Database
0,98
0,967
0,92
0,867
0,78
BUPA Liver Disorders
0,762
0,751
0,719
0,667
0,574
Australian Credit Approval
0,859
0,855
0,836
0,826
0,793
German Credit Data
0,827
0,825
0,811
0,798
0,76
Table 2: The Accuracy of the Classification of Different Sets of Data
The classifying ability of the generated fuzzy rules turned out to be comparable with the accuracy of other known
methods (a team of neural networks, a multi-layer perceptron, a classifier on fuzzy logic) [24], surpasses the Bayes and
Boosting methods [25] by 15%, the co-evolutionary method of learning algorithmic compositions by 9% [ 26] and the
method of fuzzy classification of objects with discrete output by 3% [27]. However, in contrast to the considered
methods, the absence of a part of the input data in the proposed approach does not make it impossible to execute an
inference algorithm for assessing the state of an object. At the same time, with an increase in the volume of missing
values, the classification accuracy decreases slightly. This proves the effectiveness of the proposed approach for
assessing the state of an object in uncertainty, heterogeneity and the lack of a part of the analyzed data.
Summary
The described model enables to generate fuzzy rules for assessing the state of objects in uncertainty. The study of fuzzy
rules obtained by analyzing certain data showed their high classifying ability, including when testing on samples with
missing values. This indicates the high efficiency of the model of the fuzzy neural network and its suitability for
generating fuzzy rules for assessing the state of objects in various subject areas.
Conclusion
Thus, the developed model of a fuzzy neural network is an effective tool for generating fuzzy rules for assessing the
state of objects in uncertainty. In the future, in order to develop the proposed methods for generating fuzzy rules, it is
advisable to improve the developed software, as well as to develop and to put into practice intelligent systems for
assessing the state of objects in various fields [29].
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